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5 0. Introduction 
This papr is a cm tinuatim of the work described in [ 13 I. In that paper we con- 
sidered catc?qorks C satisfying the following eight axioms: 
(I ). Tkrru is a ttiplc T = (r, ?J, p) on S (the category of sets) such that T(g) = 
ipi (a one poiint set) and C is equivalent to ST. 
(2). 6’; t --+ _Cl (the categor)f of pointed sets) factors through the category of c 
~loups. 
(3). Ail ctperatiuns in C are finitary. 
(4). There is a gmerating st’t 52 for the operations in C, and 
(where SE, is the gt of i-ar) operations in 52). 
(5). If * E $ = pt,\i+_; (where + is the group operation arising from (2)), then 
((i)* If w E 0; = $$\I ,--) (where =- is the inverse associated with the group struc- 
ture ), then 
(7). !f x1, .x2, x3 EX, an object in C, and * E ai, then 
* “ihis research was partially supported by N.R.C. Grant A 7861. It is a part of Ihe author’s 
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Illinois. 
(8 ). For each ordered pair ( 0, *) E n’,X$, there is a word w such that _ 
lIq ‘X,) * x3 = w(.y~(X~X3),X~(X3x2),(X2X3.~~.(X3X~)X~, 
where each juxtaposition represents an operation in $2;. 
The categories satisfying (I)-(8 j were called ctttegories ofirrfmw. We associated 
each object A in c a class EA consisting of equivalence classes of sequences of the 
form 
(Here ZA is the center of A in the sense defined in [ 21.) 
We ctmideted the problem: Given a diagram 
is there an extension 0 + A 3 T - R --* 0 which induces p? 
We shtJwed that this can be settled by associating with (0.1) a cohmnology class 
Ip] fffl(R. 22). [p] is called the obssmctimt of p. The cohomology used is that 
obtained f’tom the triple on S,. 
In Q 1 of this paper we will place further restrictions on C and then treat the ques- 
tion elf when Hz(R, Z) is precisely the set of obstructions. In $2, we show that to a 
certain extent relative cohornology groups can also be used to measure obstructions. 
‘i’he author wishes once again to express her gratitude to Michael Barr for many 
helpful suggestions. 
$j 1. Elements of HZIR, Z) as obstructions 
in this section, we restrict our attention to those categories of interest in which a 
more re*dxict.ive form of axiom (8) is imposed. ‘We require: 
(8)‘. For each ordered pair (0. *)E 5’2; X Cl;, there is a word w involving no binary 
ration except + such that , 
ere each juxtaptition represents one of the operations in 52;. 
It is clear that categories satisfying (1) - (7) and (8)’ are categories of interest in 
the sense of [ 13, Definition I .141. Moreover, ati the categories of the interest which 
were provided as examples in [ 13, g 11 satisfy (8)‘. In the case of associative algebras 
with multiplication represented by *, it sufficies to let 52; = ! *, *f)!. We can then 
talz 
as can be seen frt~m the fact that (4, bl = ---lb, nl and the Jacobi identity 
In the example of groups, we can choose 52 su that 52; = 8, and thus axioms (8) and 
(8)’ are both vacuous. 
The main result of this section gives a criterion for determining wberr N’(R, Z! 
coincides prwisely with the set of obstructions. That this is not always the case can 
be seen in the following example. 
Example I. 1. Let K be a ring of global dimension greater than or equal to 2 and C 
the category of &modules. There are K-modules R and A such that Ext2(R,A )#O. 
Such is the nature of A”. 
Since + is commutative and we can take SZi = 8, if A is a subobjeut of T, then 
A < 7’. Also, U = A and Z( T, A ) = 7’. Therefore all sequences in ES.4 have the form 
Any morphism p: R -41 = 0 is just the rxfro map and is unobstructed since there is 
always the exact sequence 
O-,A-+A @ R-R+0 
(which induces p). But Ext’(R. A) = H2(R, A) since Der(R, 22 ) = HomK(R, A) in 
this case. 
we wilt prove: 
Theorem 1.2. Let R be un dgrrbra ifi C for which there exists a set X and a surjaction 
Q: F(X) --+ R with Z(F(x), ker a) = 0. Civerz an R-mod.& Z and 0 class E in H2(R, 2 ), 
there is an object A, a sequence 
The hypotheses of this theorem appear to involve a restriction on R. Tlw condi- 
tion can however be viewed more accurately as a restriction on C. In Example 1 .I, 
we have seen a category of interest in which Theorem 1.2 is not always valid. More 
ly, in any category of modules, + is commutative and s2; can be taken to be 
pty. Hence Z(flx), A’) = fix) for any K < F(x). Thus the theorem does not apply. 
ver, the obstruction theory is uninteresting since EA degenerates in the manner 
bed in Example 1 9 1. 
‘There are several restrictions that we cm place on C in order to insure that Theo- 
nt f hvtds for any choice of R and Z in C. These are: 
@a). For each R in C, there is an X in S, and a surjection a:fijX)+ R with 
ZfF(x), ker a) = 0, or 
). There exist sets Y and X with Y C X and such that Z(flX), F(u)} = 0. 
RemA6 1.3. I9bb implies (9a). 
hf. 1Rt X = UR u Y. where Y is as in (9b)t. Consider Q : F(x) + R determined by 
a(x) = 
CIcarly F( 1’) C ker Q and Q is surjective. Therefore, Z(F(Xj, ker Q) = 0. 
(9b) is a useful condition because it is easily checked in many special cases. 
We will call a category which satisfies (I ) -- (7), IS)‘, and (9a) or (9b) a speciial 
of interest. The various categories in which obstruction theory has been 
tn the past - groups [6 f , associative algebras over a field [ 81, associative al- 
bras [ 141, and commutative algebras f 1; 71 - are special categories of interest. 
Example 1.4. [a). Let C be the category of groups. We have immediately that 
ZWa, 6, d), F(ia, b, c!)) = Z(F(fa, b, c))) = 0. 
In [bl, the case R = Z/22 was handred as a special case in the proof of the theorem 
corresponding to Theorem 1.2. This is not necessary with our treatment. 
ib j. Let C be th e category of asspcaative algebras. This case is essentially the same 
of commutative algebras, tdhich is treated in [ 11. If R is an associative al- 
GR is the polynomial ring whose noncommuting variables are determined 
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by the underlying set of R : 
Z&R, ker E) =IxEGRixa=ax=Oandot+x=x+aforaliaEker~t. 
The second condition (a + x = x + a) is satisfied trivially since addition is commuta- 
tive for all objects in the category. Hence. 
As in [I] we note that w, the variable corresponding to 0, is in ker e but is not a zero 
divisor. Thus, since x E Z(GR, ker E) must satisfy wx = xw = 0, we conclude that 
x = 0. Hence C satisfies (9a). 
(c). Now let C be the category of K-Lie aIgebras where K is a commutative ring. 
We will show that 
2(&J+, b 1). F({a, b 1 jj = 0. 
Let Fm(ia. b]) be the free K-module on iu, b). Since + is commutative, 
We note that in a free Lie algebra, if Ix, y] = 0, then there is an element z in the al- 
*bra and k,, k, f=” K such th3t x = k,z and_,, = kzz. So, if x %?(I;‘( ‘a, b)), 
Ff ia, b))), then in particular. [x, 41 p= [x. b) = 0. Therefore there exist k,, k2, k,, 
k, E K and q, z2 E fll;o. b)) sach that x = ktq, a = k2+ x = k3z1 and b = k4z2. 
fl{a, b)) has Fm({u, b)) as a module direct summand [S). Since 111, b E Fm(!a, b )). 
wemayaswellassumek2 =kq= I,q =aandzz = b. Therefore x is a scalar multiple 
of each generator. By freeness, we conclude x = 0. 
Thus, our proof of Theorem I 2 provides auniform treatment of the body of 
work mentioned above. 
Proof of ‘Theorem ] .2, We will proceed very much as in [ I 1, but instead of relying on 
the standard resolution, we will use 
eOe’ eOe’ e2 1 G 
W-R %-(X)=+F(X2)=+ F(.x, j . . . . 
to 
* 
r” r* I 
where a is the surjaction described in the statement of the theorem. 
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Represent t by a detivation p : F(&) -+ Z. Since p IS a cycle 
d by the simplicid normalization theorem we may &so suppose p@ = ~tl =: 0. Let 
V since el e0 V = e%? I* = 
)E i. and take * 
0. We claim that I < V. Let Ix, z) E V and 
_Y’= f(‘x+ Y - 6% . . 
TIMefore 
(x, 2) + (eO_v, -_ py) - (x, z) = (x + eO,v - x, - py) = (ey’, - py’) 
which is in I. We can also check that for any + E S2;, 
and this is in / also. 
tit A = V/I. Next, consider the composite Z + V+d which we c& L 
i 
not hard to see that this is an injection. 
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Finally, we musz show that the image of 2 in A is actually 24. Clearly it is con- 
tained in 24. To see the reverse inclusion, choose any (x, z) + I E 24. This part of 
the pioof requires the hypothesis that Z(F(x), ker a) = 0. For any (x’, 2’) E Vwe are 
assuming that 
(x’, z’) + (x, 2) = (x’ * x, 0) 
and 
(X, z) + (xt. I’) -- (x, z) - (X’, 2’) = (X + X’ - 31 -- X’, 0) 
belong to I [where * E $). In particular, there exist ,$ E R&Y,) such that 
and similarly 
e(.X + x’ --. x -- X’) = 0. 
Thus, for any x’ f ker et, we have 
By the simplicial normalization theorem this means eox is an element of 
Z(F’(X), ker a) = 0. Hence, ex = 0 and so x = c_~. Using the sirnpiicial normalization 
theorem again, we can assume tp = e*_v = 0. Therefore ZA c 2 + 1. 
Starring with R and an R-module 2 we have found A such that 2,4 2 2. Next we 
construct a diagram (see (0.1) above) for which (~1 = g. 
A is seen to be an F(X)-structure by specifying a set of derived actions. The 
actions of F(m on A are induced by the following actions of @XI on 1’. For 
y E F(X) and (x, z) E I’, 
y * (x, 2) = (ty + x, ay * 2), 
)’ t (x, 2) - Y = (r,, + x .- ty, t.Yy + 2 - ay ). 
I 
0ne easily checks that these actions restrict o actions on I. Thus F(X) acts on 
A = V/f. A computation shows that T = F(x) X A is an object in C’. We note that 
this computation depends upon the substitution of axiom (8)’ for iaxiom (8). it is 
easy to see that A can be regarded as an ideal in T by identifying it with 0 X A. 
cxt, let E = T/2(7X). We observe that (x, a) E Z(T, A ) if and only if 
(IS) - 
(a’ * x) = a’ * 0, 
-~+4)t~=at&-~ 
fo~alio’EAand*fR;.LetX:A-,EbegivclnbyA(~)=(O~p)~tZ(T,A);thenit 
is cay to check that 
isexact.HereM= T/(Z(T.A)+A). 
It remains for us to detine p : R +M. To do this, we first define pO: F(x) 47. 
t&t 
Given rE R, there exists y E F(X) such that r = w). So let 
it nzmains to show that p is welf-defined. Suppose aCy) = Q.@‘). We wilt show that for 
any x E F(Xz), po(& - ef)x E X(A). Thus w - y’) = 0 implies y - y’ = e(x) for 
some x E F&), and so 
npfl - npfl’ = npoex E nhA = 0. 
reover, p is onto because pa = rpo, and npo is on to since 
for any (x, o) E T. 
We must now fili the gap in the above argument. Take any x E F(X2). We will 
ow that 
, 
where 
po(eO - e1 jx = Aa, 
0=(x- telx,O)tf. 
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To begin, we note that 
p(+eQ - e’)x - Xa =(4*x - elx, -4) +Z(T,A) 
&d then verify that (8, - elx, -a) satisfies (1.5). Let u’ = (x’, z) + I be any element 
of A. We must show 
-(4) * (e”x - A)) = 4’ * (-a) for any * f sli, 
-(e% - dx) + a’ + (e”x - f+x) = -a +a +a. 
For ( 1.6), we use the element 
y = (1 .-- fQe’)(t%’ $ fl,) 
which is in &Y3). Observe that 
e*y = 0, 
e2y = (e* -- e2foe1 j(f”x * t ‘X) = 0 9 
since e* 10.~’ = felx’ and elx’ = 0. Also, 
Py = x’ * re*flx ‘- x) . 
Further, 
py = 0. 
since pr’ = 0. So I 
(coy, -py) = (x’ * e"f 1x -- x’ + x, 0) 
is in I, Hence 
--(4’ * (8x - elx)) = (x’ * (fe*x -- feOx), I + (cdx - aeOx)) + I 
= [(x’ * (felx - feOx), 0) + I] + [(eO_P. - p_Y) + I) 
= (x’ * (t&x - x), 0) + I 
= (x’, 2) + (fe*x - x, 0) + I 
= 41’ * (-a). 
To verify ( 1.7), let 
y = (1 - foe’) (-flx + fox’ + fix). 
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Qne eauly checks that 
0l.y = e2p = py = 0, 
e@y = -4e"x +x8 +te"x - x - 2+x. 
Therefore 
(coy I - py ) = (- fe@x + x’ + te”x - x - x’ + x, 0 j 
in I and since the acWns of F(x) on V restrict o actions on I, 
0 = (elx + (coy, - py) - elx) +I 
= (feQ - w% +x’ + fe”x - x - x’ +x ... fel,, 0) + I. 
That is, 
Hence 
--f&x - 41x) +a* + (eQx - elx) 
= (-(t&x - relx) t x’ + (fe*x - tel,),2j + 1 
= ---ix - f& 0) t (x', z) + (A- - relx,Oj + I 
= --a t a' + il. 
A more surprising fact about p is that it is an isomorphism. To show this we use 
the hypothesis that Z(F(X), ker CL) = 0. Suppose pr = Cl. Take x f I”‘(X) such that 
4L1c=r.Then 
q+jx=pax=pr=o. 
Therefore there is an a E A such that ha = pox. Say* 
a=(y,z)+/. 
We see that 
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and so (x, --a)EZ(T,A). Thus, 
for all a’ in A and * in SZH, and 
More precisely, for any (~7~. z’) + I E A, 
Therefore, for any _v‘ f ker et, there exist w, w’ E ker e1 n ker ez such tha: 
y’ * (‘fx - yj = cow, 
- f.$ t y’ + f.,, - y -. y’ + _I’ = POW’. 
Applying et), we obtain 
6Py’ * (x -- coy, = 0, 
-x + e”f + . . - e”_v -&+q?=o 
for all y’ E ker el, and, indeed, 
(x - efy) t pO_y’ - (x - coy) - efy’ = x - e*y * coy’ + P_v ^- x - e”y’ 
= x t (---x t e*_$ t xj - x - coy’ = 0 
for all _v’ E ker el. This means that x - eOy belongs to 2(&V), ker a) = 0. Thus 
P = Qtx = c&y = ae)y = 0, 
Finally we must check that (p] = [. Define pt : F(X2) -+P = E X A by 
Note that 
d0p,x = pge”x + A((-felx + x, 0) + I) 
= poe’x - boeo - p0e1) (-x) = poeox 
Choose p2: F&) --* B so that the approlrpriate diagrams commute. It is easy to check 
that if .r E F(&), then 
ap*x = (0, (--tObY + ex, 0) + I’). 
LAS v=(l . - IOeQi-de*+ l)x.Then 
So ifly. -_ py) + / = 0, and therefore 
(-fel~x+ax,Ot+I=~(e~y,O)tI 
I =(O*pF)+I 
=: (0. px) + I. 
That I%, 
&3*x = px. 
8 2. Relative theofy 
In his thesis 141, Beck showed that if U : C + A is tripleable, then the cohomology 
group HI&X, u) relative to U cIasf8fies extensions which are split in A [ 1, p, 67). In 
113) and Q I we showed that if (.” is a category of interest with A = Se, then 
M*(X. Zu) relative to U classifies obstructions to extensions of X by Y. In this sec- 
tion w turn to the case in which A is a category with more structure than Se. We 
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will show that if A is suitably restricted. then !f2(X, ZY) relative to C/classifies ob- 
structions to A-split extensions. 
The only cease in which we have been able to apply the approach used by Barr in 
[ 11 and generalized here is when C and A are categories of interest in which + is com- 
mutative. Since there are now two categories of interest under consideration, we will 
use appropriate labels as needed. For example, cs2 refers to the generating set of 
operations for (? and ,@ to the corresponding set for A. In addition to the assump- 
tion that + is commutative in both c and A, we assume that ACIi can be chosen 
empty. 
For future reference we estabiish the following notation: 
The cotriple G referred to below is the one associated with G = W. 
The category A is easily seen to be an abelian category. Its objects are abelian 
groups whose structure may be enriched by some unary operations. Since the object 
Y = F.F’({x)), where ix) is just some one-pknt set, is 3 small projective generatcx 
for A. and A is cocomple te by [ 13, Remark i .I ] we know that A is equivalent to the 
category of modules over the ring K = End(Y) 112. p. 104]. 
Let A be an abject in C for which the inclusion 0 + 22 k A splits in A. By this we 
mean that there exists 5‘: WA + U(ZA ) sueh that {(L’L) = idf.‘(a ). For convenience, 
wewritec: A---+&I. 
Let a consist of equivalence classes of exact sequences in C of the form 
where there is an object T such that A < T, E % T/z(T, A ), M % T/(2( T, A ) + A ), h 
and n are the natural morphisrns, and the following identities are satisfied: 
itrg results of Manes, we see that there is an object in C’ whiclh can reasonab&y be 
called h(A ). Since all tniples on S are regular f lo,?. 1.21 and Ts is a triple on sets, we 
kve that 7’,‘, =lisl;*s preg!ierves r gular csimage factorizations [ 11, 2.71. But LrTs (with 
which we can replace CL) creates regular coimage factarizations [ 11, 2.61 and regular 
factarizations in S are just ordinary image factorizations 11.0, p, 74). So, 
l@(A )) is just the se11 
and asswiated with k(A) are surjection y: A --* k(A ) and an injection 0: X(A ) --* E 
ch that h = X. ‘i’hew, in A we have: 
nce UJI’WjI = U&? is one-one and U,U’U~ = US7 is onto, we conclude that L$3 IS 
mic and Uy is epic. Moreover, 
‘Ihat is. 
and since Ufl is monk and Uy is epic, 
Thus, in A, we have a spkit exact sequence: 
The objects nf A, recall, may be viewed as modules over a ring K. In the usual way 
for example 19, p. 151). we obtain a morphism p: CIM-, WE such that 
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-- --_.- 
Since C itsIf is a category of interest, the object P = E X .4 can be formed prc&ely 
as in [ 13, $11). We can also form the sequence 
-‘I’ dOJ’ 8 2 2 
LG=== P ---_;~Z&+() 
in C: and the derivation a: H +!A as before. 
In the light of the above discussion, if e E E (i.e., e E U’(E)), then, viewed as an 
element of U?, it can bc written uniquely in the form c = ycr + m for some (I in ,4 and 
n? in M. )4cn~~, in A, the rrwtphisms & d : P --c k’ are given by 
As mentioned at the beginning ot’ this sc’ction, we will show that I@(,&‘, ZY) relative 
to C:” classifies obstructions to extensions of X by k’ which arc split m A. We find how= 
ewzr than an arbitrary sequence 
gives rise to d sequence 
which is the reprewntstive of an element of EA. but ntrt necess~riiy of &!. It 1s easy 
to sonstruc‘t examples by noting thclt any glass of sequences itt EA. represented. say, 
by 
arises from a short exact sequence whtch is split in A, namely. 
_II-...- 
where PC X A. 
Although it is not the case thiat short exact sequences which are split in A give 
rise to sequences in a, we uan nevertheless a k whether a surjection p : R + M where 
O4&+zA &zEI:M4O 
Y 
represnts a sequence in a is induced by a short exact sequence in C; whether we 
can classify such extensions if therle are any; and whether indeed they are necessarily 
split in A. 
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Let 
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he a G-prdljective r solution of R 131 with the speciai property that e is split in A. 
We ~dl use the following fact: 
Remark 2.3. if X is C-projective and A 
f 
+- 3 f3 is a surjection in C which is split by 
t in A, then for any g : X 3 J3 there exists i’: X + A such that fg’ = g. 
BOOQ. Since X is G-projective 
wm 
has the desired property. 
9 there exists s : X + GX such that ENS = id,. The morph- 
t 
Our first t&k in developing: an obstruction theory is to construct pO, yl, p2 making 
’ the f&owing diagram commutative: 
X,5 
I PO 
E”- 
R-+ 
I P 
M--+ 
This can be done as in f t %. RecaU the morphism p : U” -+ UE satisfying (2. I ). By Re- 
mark f -3, there exists pO making the following square commutative: 
lJf~O,;il:i-E* 1s t 5 h k ernei pair of n, then by the universal mapping pryrty 
ofP.lhereexrrtu:~~Psuchthat~Ou=;jOand~tu=dland~~:G*R,psuch 
that d’p”l = pod for i = 0 and 1. In the present context we must show that u is split 
in A. With th& we can use Remark 2.3 to conclude the existence of pI : Xl -*P satis- 
UJQ =&. But recall that in A, E (that is U(E)) can be represented as x(A) @./IL 
g 2. R&rive theory 
ThUS, 
p= \‘(el, e2)l ei E E and nel = ne2] 
= i(q f m, yq + m)l q, 42 EA and m EM) . 
Suppose x = (?a + m’, a’) betongs to P = Ex ad ux = (yq + m, ra2 f m) EF. 
Then 
7421 + ??2 = &4X r 4x = y(o t a’) t m’. 
By the uniqueness of representation i  E = A(A) @M, we have 
741 = r(a + a’), 
m=m’. 
Similarly, 
ya2 +m=21f4X=~lx=~~+m’ 
ux = u(ya + m', 4’) 
= (~(0 + a’) + m’, 744 + m”). 
We seek an additive map P: P -+P which also preserves the unary operations in ,@I 
and such that 
Notice that 
O-GA “F-- LA-l*X(A)+O 
is a short exact sequence that splits in A and that there is a morphism 
t: U@(A)) + UA in A such that (Uy)[ = idu(h(Al). Let 
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It is easy to check that u preserves +and w in A$. hloreover. 
p2 exists sin ( I 1. This depends only on the universal property of B and not on the 
projectivity of X3. The proof that the cohomology class of i3pz in Der(,Q, 24) does 
ncjt depend cbn the choices of JQ,, p 1 and pz is essen tiaIly the same as the proof of 
ft. Proposition 2. I 1. It uses only universal mapping properties of certain objects in 
C and the cxistewe of u. 
As usual we say that p is obstnrc*red if tire cohomology class of &I, is not 0 and 
urtdMn4cted if it is 0. 
Curresponding to [ i , Theorem 2.2] and [ 13, Theorem 5.41 we have: 
8-f. SuppM p arises from 
As before, we have 
where I@‘ f t : K 3 72s the kernel pair of u : i” 3 R, u. is the diagonal map, and vO, 
PI are the projections vs: T-,E=TIZIT,A)andvt:K-*P=KIJZ.Ofcourse,ug 
and pi are surjections. 
Since 0 is split in A, there exists oO: X, -9 Tsuch that ouO = e. Thus, 
nqp(j = puu() = pe. 
I_(et p0 = v~u~- The conclusion that Q2 = 0 can be reached precisely as in [I 1. 
0 
t 
J!f 
S 
t 
0 
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IRoof. From 141, wi’know that Ht (R, 22) can be thought of as equivalenc=e ciasses 
of extensions of R by ZA which are split in A and which induce the same module 
structure on 2.4 as that arising from p. Let A denote this set of equivalence classes. 
The proof proceeds as in ( I] . We note that there is already an addition given in 
A = t&R. 2A ). The operation A X I: -+ Z denoted by 12 + Z is described as before. 
l&t 
represent classes in A and Z:, respectively. Assume iA < 6f and A C T to simplify no- 
tation. 
with { and & ’ given by 
is rn X. The splitting map 13’: UR -. L;W,V) is given by 
It is easy to check that this is correct. 
Similarly, we can show that Z X Z --+ A as defined in [l ] works in the present 
wtting. if C, E Zp are presented by 
is an extension where 
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We need only check that it is split in A. 
The following diagram is commutative for i = 1 and 2: 
Therefore, nr#j =w& = P for i = I and 2, and SO (T,& -_ ~Xp1)fr) E A.4 for al! 
r E US(R). For each r E, t;(R) choose an element ar ii &A) such that 
Now define @: R -+ Tby 
First we check that Nr) E T. 
and 
0 is readily seen to be a morphism in A. 
Finaily s 
soq -Z,EA. 
The proof that 
proceeds as in [ I$, $61. It depends on nothing but the construction of several morph- 
isms in C, and this is done without reference to A or G. 
It remains only to show that every element of #(R, Z) is an obstruction. As in 
Q 1 we must restrict our attention to categories of interest hat satisfy axiom (8)‘. 
For the last theorem it is convenient o use the standard resolution for computing 
cohomology. First we establish several useCu facts. 
Proof. As metitioned before, a siinplicial set that underlies an acyclic group complex 
tSies the full box condition. Wr: can use the standard resolution of R to construct 
an acyclic group complex in which we will apply this condition. 
we proceed by induction on I?. If n = 0, let w0 = q&?R : UR - UCR. ‘men 
desired. Now assume the lemma holds for m G n. We can form a group complex 
do dl d0.d*,d’ 
. . . Yn 
=? A do 
----y -+y . ..r’ Y, -- (j -1 
, 
by Setting 
aId CP : Ym + Y, __ t be given by 
l &ere f: CrGF1 R + UGm*tR and 6: Grn+IR + GmR for 0 Ir;; i Q m, Since A is an 
aMian category, Yi isI an abefian group. The complex is readily seen to be acyclic. 
Next, fet 
wn (Wd) for 0 G j G n, 
)‘= ?I 
iduc;“+iR for j = n + 1. 
These are e’rements of Yn. If i < j G n, then we can show that 
d$i = d j- ly*_ 
fj 2. Rltrbtioe theory 
lfj=n + 1, then 
cp:vi = di. lyi. 
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Therefore there is a y E Yfl+i such that a!$ = yi for 0 G j G n + I. Let w~+~ = 
y. tf 0 6 i G n then 
(W) wlr+t = Jntl_y = yn+t = idUGti+lR. 
7%~ next lemma coneems the standard resolution. Following ( 13, (3.5 )] % we 
note that 
I 
1 PO (-- 1 )f(&P~)x if n is odd, 
‘= 
e,x = 
1 
i 
5 (- 1 )j(Ud)x !f” n is even. 
j=o 
We also remark that we are using the Lanvention 
d = c n ..- i, 
G%m 
Emma 2.?. If e,x = 0, then x E im Q,, +I a 
Roof. Let h, = qjGnR where q is the unit associated with F -* U. Since q is a 
natural transformation, 
for 0 < i G N. That is, 
(Ue’)h, = hn__,(Uei) 
for 0 G i < n, and 
= h,(O) + J\t 
=x. 
Similarly if n is even. Note that we use the fact that A-morpb:isms preserve + in the 
above computation. 
Thtaffm 2.8. Let R be att algebra in C aftd mppose Z(G(R), ker e) 2 0. Tkrt gitwt 
coty R-malule 2 umt class C f @(R, Z), there is art object A, a s~qtmm 
O+i?A +--_A +-E-+_,~O 
ploof.8 The proof is very much hke that of Theorem 1.2. A is defined as in that proof. 
Because + is commutative, some of the computations are much simplified in the 
RecaIl thart , given 
V= :I(x,t)EG2R X Zl efx =05, 
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where p: G3R + Z is a cocycle that represents f. then I < V; and, letting A = V/1, it 
can be shown that Z is embedded in A as 2X We must also show that this embed- 
ding spiits in the category A. For this we use the morphism w2 which is described 
in Lemma 2.6. Ler g: UA + IPZ be given by 
To see that 5‘ is well-defined we show that if? E ker E* n ker e2 C, G3R, then 
We first note that 
Therefore there is a u E G4R such that 
since p is a eocyele. 5 is easily seen to be a morphism in A and it is easy to check that 
{(U c) = id, I 
The rest al the proof 
show that the sequence 
like the proaf sf Theorem 1. We must, however, 
0 -+ z c 7 a-- ---!+A &E%J,f-+O 
constructed there is actually a sequence in m. It suffices to construct p: Uhf + WE 
in A such that (URN = idLfM. Bet, recall that p is an isomorphism in C. We can there- 
fore define p by 
- F
 
- 
z - ‘2 P 
P
 
x 
